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EQUIVALENT CONDITIONS TO THE SPECTRAL
DECOMPOSITION PROPERTY FOR CLOSED OPERATORS

I. ERDELYI AND WANG SHENGWANG

Abstract. The spectral decomposition property has been instrumental in de-

veloping a local spectral theory for closed operators acting on a complex Banach

space. This paper gives some necessary and sufficient conditions for a closed

operator to possess the spectral decomposition property.

In the monograph [3] and in a sequel of papers by the authors, a local spectral

theory has been built for closed operators on the sole assumption of the spectral

decomposition property. As an abstraction of Dunford's concept of "spectral

reduction' [2, p. 1927] and that of Bishop's "duality theory of type 3" [1],

an operator T endowed with the spectral decomposition property produces

a spectral decomposition of the underlying space, pertinent to any finite open

cover of the spectrum o(T). In this paper we obtain some conditions equivalent

to the spectral decomposition property. Some of them generalize results from

[4].

1. Preliminaries

Given a Banach space X over the complex field C, we denote by C(X)

the class of closed operators with domain DT and range in X, and we write

Cd(X) for the subclass of the densely defined operators in C(X). For a subset

Y of X, Y denotes the annihilator of Y in X* and for Zd',we use the

symbol XZ for the preannihilator of Z in X. For the rest, the terminology

and notation conform to that employed in [3].

We shall adopt and adjust some concepts and ideas from Bishop's "duality

theory of type 4" [1, §4]. A couple Ux and U2 of a bounded and an unbounded

Cauchy domain, related by U2 = (Ux )c, are referred to as complementary

simple sets. Wx and W2 are the sets of analytic functions from Ux to X and

from U2 and X*, respectively, which vanish at oo. The seminorms

\\f\\K¡ = max{||/(A)|| : /e Wx ,X € Kx,Kx (c Ux) is compact}

and

Hsll^ = max{||jy(A)|| : g € W2 ,X e K2 ,K2 (c U2) is compact}
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induce a locally convex topology on Wx and W2, respectively. For i = 1,2

let V¡ be the subset of Wi on which every function can be extended to be

continuous on Uj. For f e Vx , g e V2, the norms

\\f\\Vi=sup{\\f(X)\\:XeUx},    \\g\\V2 = sup{\\g(X)\\:XeU2}

make (f7,, || • lit/) and (*2»ll ' II k) Banach spaces. For x G X, p g Ux and
X € U2, define

(1.1) a(x,p,X) = (p-X)~Xx.

For fixed x G X and X G C2, a(x,-,A) is called an elementary element

of Vx . Denote by V the subspace of Vx which is spanned by the elementary

elements of Vx . For x* G X*, peUx and X e U2, define

(1.2) a(x* ,p,X) = (p - X)~ x*.

For fixed x* G X* and p <E Ux , call q(x*,/i,-) and elementary element

of V2. For / G Vx and g G V2, with continuous extensions to T = d Ux =

d U2, endow T with the clockwise orientation and ascertain that the bilinear

functional

(1.3) <D(/) = (f,g) = ¿7 f(f(X),g(X))dX
¿ni Jr

is jointly continuous.

For g G V2, ( 1.3) defines a bounded linear functional O on V, i.e. í>eK'.

For / = a(x , •, X), one obtains

(1.4) <t>(f) = ̂ nJr(p-X)-x(x,g(p))dp = (x,g(X)).

The last equality holds because g(oo) = 0.

The proof of the following lemma is similar to that of [3, Lemma 9.1].

1.1. Lemma. Let UX,U2 be complementary simple sets. With V, V¡ and Wi

(i = 1,2), as defined above, there exists a linear manifold Y in W2 and a norm

on Y such that

(i)   Y is a Banach space isometrically isomorphic to V* :

(ii)    V2CY;
(iii) the mappings V2 —► Y and Y —► W2 are continuous;

(iv) the inner product between V and V2, defined by (1..3), can be extended

to an inner product between V and Y in conjunction with the isometric

isomorphism between Y and V*, as asserted by (i).

2. Some dual properties

For an operator T G Cd(X), define an operator 77 on F by

DH = {/ G V: Tf(p) eV},    (Hf)(p) = (p- T)f(p).
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2.1. Lemma. The operator H is closed and densely defined on V.

Proof. For / = a(x,-,X) with x G DT, one has /G DH and

(2.1) (Hf)(p) = (p- X)-X(p -T)x = x + (p- X)~X(X - T)x.

The linear span of all elementary elements being dense in V, the operator H

is densely defined.

Let {/„} De a sequence in DH such that f„-*f and 77/n —► g, for some

functions / and g .  T being closed, it follows from

(Hfn)(p) = (p-T)fn(p),

that /eöH and

(Hf)(p) = (p-T)f(p) = g(p),      peVx.

Thus Ü is closed.   G

The next lemma defines the dual 77* of 77. Henceforth, g will denote a

typical element of V* = Y.

2.2. Lemma. The dual operator of H is defined by

(2.2) (H*g)(X) = - lim Xg(X) + (X- T*)g(X),       geDH..

Proof. For f(p) = a(x,p,X) with x G DT and X G U2 fixed, and g G DH.,

(2.1), (1.3) and (1.4) imply

(2.3) (f,H'g) = (Hf,g) = (x,g) + (a((X-T)x,-,X),g)

= (x,g) + ((X-T)x,g(X)),

where x, as a function of p G U x, is an element of Vx . It follows from

x = èi ST.{ß~X)~lxdk=^i La{x,tl'X)dx'

that x G V, where T* is a closed C -Jordan curve with the clockwise orien-

tation that contains Y in its interior. Furthermore, with the help of (1.4), one

obtains

(2.4) (x,g) = ¿y (a(x,-,X),g)dX= ±-.j (x,g{X))dX

=  lim z \~^Ti I  (*--z)~\x,g(X))dk) = - lim z(x,g(z))
z—>oo    y   ¿ni Jy-i ) z—>oo

lim X(x, g(X)) = ( x, - lim a#(a) ).
X—»oo \ A—»oo

It follows from (2.3) and (2.4) that

(2.5) (f,H*g)= (x,-limXg(X)^ + ((X-T)x,g(X))

x,- limXg(X) + (X-T) g(X)).
I—>oo
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In fact, / = a(x,-,X) and since (f,H*g) and (x, -limx_tooXg(X)) are

bounded linear functional of x, so is ((X - T)x, g(X)). Thus g(X) G DT. ,

for every X € U2 and hence the last equality of (2.5) holds. Now (2.5) com-

bined with (1.3) and (1.4), gives (f,H*g) = (x,(H*g)(X)) and hence 77* is

expressed by (2.2).   o

Define the map x: V* —> X* by xg = lim.k^ooXg(X). Then 77*, given by

(2.2), is expressed by

(2.6) (H*g)(X) = -xg + (X-T*)g(X).

2.3.   Lemma. Let x* G X*. Then x* g DT. iff there exists g G DH. such that

rg = x*.

Proof. First, assume that there is g g DH. such that rg = x*. Since 77* g g

V*, the following limit exists

lim T*Xg(X) = lim XT*g(X).
A—»oo X—»oo

Furthermore, linr^^ Xg(X) also exists and since T is closed, we have

x* = xg = lim Xg(X) G DT..
X—»oo

Conversely, for every x* G DT., the corresponding elementary element

a(x* ,p,-) with pe Ux fixed, is in Z)^. . It follows from (1.2), that

x(-a) = - lim Xa(x*, p, X) = x*

and the proof reaches its conclusion by setting g = -a.   D

3. Norms on the dual spaces

We introduce the norm

IK/p/a)«,» («ill/ill*+ II/2H2)I/2,    V>0,

in V ©V. This induces the norm

ll(s,,s2)ll, = (>fW + IIS2ll2)1/2

in V* ® V*. Let C7(i7) and C7(77*) be the graphs of 77 and 77*, respectively.

C7(i7), as a subspace of V © V, is endowed with the norm

(3.1) ll(/,77/)||, = (z,||/||2 + ||77/||2)1/2.

It follows from

(C7(77))± = uG(H'),    where u(gx,g2) = (-g2,gx),

that vG(H*) is the dual of (V e V)/G(H). The latter is equipped with the

norm

(3.2) IK/, ,/2)l, = inf{(||/, - /||2 + ll/2 - 77/||2)1/2: feDH),
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where (/,, f2) " denotes a typical element of ( V® V)/G(H). To the norm (3.2),

there corresponds the following norm in uG(H*) :

\\(-H*g,g)\\n = (n-x\\H*g\f + \\g\?)xl2.

3.1.   Lemma. The norm

(3.3) ll^llr. = (ll^l|2 + ll^*l|2)1/2

in DT. is equivalent to the norm

(3.4) ||*1, = inf{(r,-X\\H*g\\2 + ||g||2)1/2: xg = x*}.

Furthermore, DT. equipped with the norm (3.3) or (3.4) is the dual of a Banach

space.

Proof. First, we prove that DT.  endowed with the norm (3.4) is a Banach

space. Let {x*} be a Cauchy sequence with respect to the norm (3.4). Without

loss of generality, we may suppose that

oo

(3-5) 5ZK+i--Oli,<00»       xo = °-
71=0

For each xn , we may choose gn € DH. such that

(3.6)        (if1 \\H*(gn+x - gn)\\2 + \\gn+x - gn)\\2)x/2 < 2||x*+1 - x*||„

and xgn = x*. Relations (3.5) and (3.6) imply that both {gn} and {H* gn)

converge. Put g = lim^^ gn. H* being closed, one has g G DH, and

H* g = lim^^ 77*^ . Then Lemma 2.3 implies that x* = xg G DT.. Since

it follows that DT., endowed with the norm (3.4), is a Banach space.

To show that the norms (3.3) and (3.4) are equivalent, let x* G DT. and

g = a(x*, p, •) with pG Ux fixed. Since xg = x*, one has

(3-7) ll*l,<(»fVVl|2 + ll*l|2)1/2

<^('/"1(N-||^ll + l|7,V||)2 + ||x*||2)1/2,

where Ô = dist(/i, U2). In view of (3.7), there exists K > 0 such that

(3.8) ||x*H, < ^(||x*||2 + ||r*x*||2)1/2 = Kv\\x%..

DT. being complete with respect to both ||-|| and ||-||r., (3.8) implies that the

two norms are equivalent. DT. equipped with the norm (3.3) is isometrically

isomorphicto vG(T*) (=G(r)x). Since vG(T*) is the dual of X@X/G(T),
so is DT..   D

DT. equipped with either of the two norms (3.3), (3.4), will be denoted by

D. To obtain a further property of x, we need the following.
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3.2. Lemma. Let Y, Z be Banach spaces and let S be a bounded surjective

map of Y onto Z . In Z we define the norm

(3.9) \\z\\s = inf{\\y\\:yeY,Sy = z},       zeZ.

Then, the corresponding norm in the dual space Z* is

(3.10) ||z*||s. = ||SV||,        z'eZ*.

Proof. Let N(S) be the null space of 5. Then Ar(5')x is the dual of Y/N(S).

Let y0 G Y, z = Sy0 and let y0 be the equivalence class of y0 in Y/N(S).

In terms of the norm (3.9), one has

||y0|| = inf{\\y0-w\\:w g N(S)} = inf{\\y\\: Sy = z} = \\z\\s.

The dual norm of ||y0|| in N(S) is the usual norm in Y*, restricted to

N(S) . Note that 5"* is a surjective map from Z* onto N(S) . Therefore,

the corresponding norm of || • ||5 in Z* is the one expressed by (3.10).   D

We define an operator K from vG(H*) into DT. by K(-H*g,g) = rg.

Let D   be the dual of D. Then K , the dual of K, is an operator from D

into the dual of vG(H*), i.e. from D* into (V* © V**)/(vG(H*))± .

For every x e X, define a continuous linear functional y/ on D, by

(3.11) y(x*) = (x,x*),       x*eD.

3.3. Lemma. The linear functional y (3.11 ) is a zero functional only if x = 0.

Proof. Assume that y = 0. Then (x,x*) = 0 for every x* G D. Thus, we

have (0, - T*x*) + (x,x*) = 0, x* G D, equivalently, (0,x)LvG(T*), i.e.

(0, x) G G(T). Consequently, x = 0.   G

In view of Lemma 3.3, we may consider X as a subset of D . In the

following, we shall have a closer look at K x for x G X.

For x* G D and fixed p G Ux , put g = a(x* ,p,-)- Then, one obtains

(^#x(-77*g,g)) = (x,K(-H*g,g)) = (x,xg) = (x,x*)

= 2^7 I (p~X)~X(x,x*)dX = (x,g),

where T has a clockwise orientation.

We know that (0,x) is an element of X® X . We may also consider (0,x)

as an element of F © F and hence (0, x) can be assumed to be an element of

V** © V" .

Thus, we have

(x,g) = ((0,x),(-Htg,g)) = ((0,x)~,(-H*g,g)),

where (0,x)~ is the equivalence class of (0,x) in (V** © V**)/(vG(H*)) .

Consequently, K x = (0,x)~ .

Denote by (0,x)~ the equivalence class of (0,x) in (V@V)/G(H).
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3.4. Lemma. Let J be the natural embedding of (V © V)/'G(H) into

(V** ®V**)/(vG(H*)t.

Then 7(0,x)~= (0,x)~ •

Proof. For any (-H*g,g) e vG(H*), one has

((0,xr,(-H*g,g)) = ((0,x),(-H*g,g)) = ((-H*g,g),(0,x))

= ((-(H*g,g),(o,xr).

Note that while in ((0,x) ,(-H* g ,g)), (0,x) G V © V ; in ((-H*g,g),

(0,x)), (0,x) is considered an element of V** ® V**. It follows from the

above equalities that 7(0, x) ~= (0, x)~ .     D

In particular, Lemma 3.4 implies

(3.12) ||(0,x)l = ||(0,xr||.

On the other hand, (0,x)~ = 0 implies (0,x) G C7(77) and the latter implies

x = 0. Accordingly, we may define the following norm on X :

(3.13) Hxll, = ||(0,x)l = inf{(n\\ff + \\x - Hf\\2)x/2: f e DH}.

In view of Lemma 3.4, we may consider K x = (0,x)~   as a point of

(V®V)/G(H).

3.5. Lemma. The norm || • || , defined by (3.13), is the restriction of the norm

on D .

Proof. The space (V** © F**)/(z/C7(77*))-L is the conjugate of vG(H*) and K

is an operator from vG(H*) into D. It follows from Lemma 3.2, that the dual

norm on D   is given by

(3.14) ||x#|| = ||A-V||„

where x* G D* and || • ||„ is the norm on V" ® F**/[í/G(77*)]-l . If x* =

x G X, then the norm (3.14) becomes ||x|| = ||ü:#x|| = ||(0,x)~|| and it

follows from (3.12) that the restriction of the norm (3.14) to X is that given

by (3.13).   D

4.  A DUALITY PROPERTY OF SOME SPECTRAL-TYPE MANIFOLDS

Define the following linear manifolds in X :

N = {x G X: for every e > 0, there exists / G DH with ||x - 77/11 < e},

M = {x* G D: there exists g G DH. such that 77*g = 0,rg = x*}.

4.1.    Lemma. The manifolds N and M have the following characterizations:

(4.1) N = {xeX: llxll, -Oasi/- 0},

(4.2) M = {x* G D: \\x*\\   < Rfor n>0 and R depends on x*}.
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Proof. First, we establish (4.1). Let x e N. Since, for every e > 0, there is

/ G DH such that ||x - 77/|| < e, it follows from (3.13) that ïîmn^0 ||x||, < e.

e being arbitrary, it follows that lim    0 ||x||   = 0.

Conversely, suppose that ||x|| -»0 as z;->0. Then, for every e > 0, there

exists n > 0 such that ||x||   < e and hence ||x - 77/|| < e for some / G DH.

Next, we prove (4.2). It is a straightforward consequence of (3.4) that

M c {x* G D: ||x*||, is bounded for n > 0}.

Conversely, suppose that x* G D and ||x*|| is bounded for n > 0, i.e.

there exists R > 0 such that

inf{(«||77*g||2 + ||g||2)1/2,Tg = x*}<JR,    « = 1,2,....

Then, for every « , there exists gn e DH. satisfying conditions

(4.3) n\\H*gn\\2 + \\gf<R2   and   T¿r„=x*.

In view of (4.3), the sequences {gn} and {H*gn} are bounded and hence the

sequence {(77*^,^)} is bounded. Consequently, {(-H* gn,gn)} has a cluster

point (h, g) in V* ® V*, with respect to the weak* topology of V* ® V*. Since

vG(H*) is closed with respect to the same topology, one has {h, g} G vG(H*),

i.e. h = -H*g. It follows from ||77*gJ < Tí2/« that ||77*g|| = 0.

On the other hand, for every x G X, K*x = (0,x)~ G (V ® V)/G(H).

Therefore,

(x,x*) = (x,xgn) = (x,K(-H*gn,gn)) = (K*x,(-H*gn,gn)).

Since (-H*g,g) is also a cluster point of {(-H*gn ,gn)} in the weak* topology

of vG(H*), the latter being the dual space of (V ® V)/G(H), we have

(x,x*) = (K*x,(-H*g,g)) = (x,K(-H*g,g)) = (x,xg).

Thus xg = x* and hence x* G M. Expression (4.2) is obtained. D

4.2.   Theorem.  N and M, as defined above, are related by

N± = MW,

where w denotes the weak * closure in X*.

Proof. Let x e N and x* G M. It follows from Lemmas 3.5 and 4.1, that

\(x,x')\ < ||x||,. ||xl„-0   (asn^O).

Therefore, A^ D Mw .

Next, we prove the opposite inclusion. For x £ N (x G X), Lemma 4.1

implies that there exists nn J. 0 such that

(4.4) ||x||,n > C> 0

for some constant C. In view of (4.4), we can find x* G D suchthat ||x*||,n < 1

and |(x,x*)| > C. The sequence {nn} being nonincreasing, so is the norm
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(3.4), i.e. ||x*|| < H-Olifo • Consequently, {x*} is bounded in the norm

|| • ||  -topology. For every «, there exists gn G DH. such that

0|/^J2 + ll*J2<2||xX.

Thus {(x*, gn, H*gn)} is bounded in D ® G(H*). By Lemma 3.1 and the pre-

vious paragraph, D®G(H*) is the dual of a Banach space and {(x* ,gn ,H*gn)}

has a cluster point (x*, g, H*g) in the weak* topology of D © (7(77*). Since

(3.11) defines a continuous linear functional on D for every x G X, it follows

that x* is also a cluster point of {x*} in the weak* topology of X*. Now it

follows from the inequalities

(x,x*) = (x,xgn) = (x,K(-H*gn,gn)) = (K*x,(-H*gn,gn))

that, for x eX, one has

(x,x*) = (K*x,(-H*g,g)) = (x,K(-H*g,g)) = (x,xg).

Thus x* = xg. By the definition of M, x* G M. Hence N d M, or

equivalently, N   c M   .   u

5. The main theorem

We recall the definition of the central topic of this paper.

5.1. Definition. An operator T g C(X) is said to have the spectral decompo-

sition property (SDP) if, for every finite open cover {G(}"=0 of C (or a(T) ),

where G0 is a neighborhood of infinity (i.e. its complement Gq is compact

in C), there exists a system {^}"=0 of invariant subspaces under T satisfying

the following conditions:

(I)  X{ c DT if Gi  (1 < i < n) is relatively compact;

(II)   o(T\X7)cGi   (0 <*<«);

(III)   X = Y,UXi-

The theory based on this property is greatly simplified by the fact [3, Corollary

6.3] that T has the SDP iff it has the two-summand spectral decomposition

property that corresponds to n = 1. The theory also involves the concept of

the spectral manifold X(T,H) = {x G X: o(x, T) c 77}, where 77 c C and

a(x,T) is the local spectrum at x G X, and the concept of the T-bounded

spectral maximal space E(T,F) for F c C compact. The T-bounded spectral

maximal space E(T,F) is associated to X(T,F) [3, Theorem 4.34] by

X(T,F) = E(T,F)®X(T,0)   and   o(T\E(T ,F)) = o(T\X(T ,F)).

The given operator T may enjoy two specific properties:

T is said to have property (ß) [1, Definition 8 and 3, Definition 5.5] if, for

any sequence {fn : G -> DT} of analytic functions, the condition (X-T)fn(X) -*

0 (as « —> oo ) in the strong topology of X and uniformly on every compact
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subset of G implies that fn(X) —► 0 in the strong topology of X and uniformly

on every compact subset of G.

T is said to have property (k) [3, Definition 5.4] if T has the single valued

extension property and X(T,F) is closed for every closed F .

Property (ß) implies property (k) , as follows from [3, Proposition 5.6].

5.2. Lemma. Suppose that S G C(X*). Then S is the dual of a closed and

densely defined operator T g Cd(X) iff G(S) is closed in the weak* topology

of X* ® X* and Ds is total.

Proof. Only if: Suppose that S is the dual of T G Cd(X), i.e. S = T*. The

equality

uG(S) = vG(T*) = (G(T)f

implies G(S) is closed in the weak* topology of X* © X*. To prove that Ds

is total, let x G X and (x ,x*) = 0 for all x* G Ds . Then

(x,x*) = 0 = (0,Sx*)

is equivalent to

0®xe±(i>G(s)) = G(T)

and hence x = 7\0) = 0, so Ds is total.

If: Assume that G(S) is closed in the weak* topology of X* © X* and Ds

is total. Letting W = ±(uG(S)), one has W = ±uG(S). Let 0®yeW. For

every x* G Ds , one has 0 © y±(-Sx*) © x*, or equivalently,

(5.1) 0=(0,Sx*) = (y,x*)   for all x* G Ds.

Ds being total, (5.1) implies that y = 0 and hence W is the graph of an

operator T.   W being closed,  T is a closed operator.

To show that T is densely defined, let x* G X* satisfy condition

(x,x*) = 0   for all x G DT.

Then

x © 7x±x* © 0   for all x G DT

and hence x* © 0 g (G(T))X = W^ = vG(S). Therefore x* = -S(0) = 0 and

hence T is densely defined,   n

5.3. Lemma. Suppose that T g C(X) and Y is invariant under T. Then

T/Y is closed iff G(T/Y) is topologically isomorphic to G(T)/G(T\Y).

Proof. Only if: Assume that T/ Y is closed. For x G DT , the following map-

ping x © Tx + G(T\Y) -» (x © Y) + (Tx+y) is bijective from G(T)/G(T\Y)

onto G(T/Y). It follows from the inequalities

||x ®Tx + G(T\Y)\\ = inf{||x © Tx + y © Ty\\ : y G DT¡y}

> inf{\\(x +yx)®(Tx + y2)\\:yx,y2, G Y}

= \\(x + Y) ® (Tx + Y)\\
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and from the open mapping theorem that G(T/Y) and G(T)/G(T\Y) are

topologically isomorphic.

If: Assume that G(T/Y) and G(T)/G(T\Y) are topologically isomorphic.

Then G(T/Y) is a Banach space and hence it is closed in X/Y ® X/Y . Thus

T/ Y is closed.     □

5.4. Lemma. Given T G Cd(X), let Z c DT be an invariant subspace under

T. Then

(i)   Z    is invariant under T* ;

(ii)   T*¡Z    is the dual of T\Z iff T*/Z    is closed.

Proof, (i) is evident.

(ii): If T*¡ZL is the dual of T\Z then clearly T*¡Z is closed. Conversely,

assume that T*/Z is closed. Then, it follows from Lemma 5.3 that G(T*¡Z )

is topologically isomorphic to G(T*)/G(T*\Z  ). The following equalities

vG{T*) = (G(T)f ;        G(T*\Z^) = G(T*) n (ZX © ZX)

imply that both G(T*) and (7(7/*|Z ) are closed in the weak* topology of

X* ®X*. Then, it follows easily that G(T*/Z ) is closed in the weak* topology

of X*/ZX ® X*/ZL .

It follows from Lemma 5.2 that DT.  is total and hence DT./Z±  is total.

Quoting again Lemma 5.2, it follows that T* /Z is the dual of a densely

defined closed operator U €.Cd(Z).

The assumption Z c DT implies that T\Z is bounded. Let (x*)~ be the

equivalence class of x* G X* in X*/Z . Then, for every x* G DT. and

x G Dv , one has

(Tx,x*) = (x,F*x*) = {x,(T*/ZX)(x*D

= (C/x,(x*)~) = (Ux,x*).

Since DT. is total, (5.2) implies that Tx = Ux, for each x G Du . Since

T|Z is bounded and U is a densely defined closed operator, it follows that

U = T|Z and hence T*/Z    is the dual of T\Z .   a

Now we are in a position to prove our main theorem.

5.5. Theorem. Given T G Cd(X), the following assertion are equivalent:

(i) T has the SDP;

(ii) for every pair of open disks G, 77 with G c 77, there exist invariant

subspaces XG and XH such that

(5.3) X = XG + XH;        XHcDT;

(5.4) o(T\XH)cH   and   a{T\XG) c Gc ;

(iii) for every pair of open disks G, H with G c 77, there exist invariant

subspaces Y, Z such that

(a)   o(T\Y)cGc; T/Y is bounded and a (T/Y) c H ;
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(b) Z cDT, o(T\Z) c 77, T/Z is closed and o(T/Z) c Gc ;

(c) T'/Z1- is closed;

(iv) both T and T* have property (ß);

(v)   T has property (ß) and T* has property (k).

Proof. The proof will be carried out through the following scheme of implica-

tions:
(i) =• (ii) * (iv)

(i)*(iii)*(iv)       *(V^W-

(i) =>• (ii) is evident.

(i) =s> (iii): Given T with the SDP, let G_, 77 be open disks with G c 77 and

let L be an open set satisfying inclusions G C L c L c 77. For Y = X(T, Gc)

and Z = E(T,L), we have X = Y + Z . Then, in view of [3, Proposition 3.4

and Corollary 3.3], conditions (a) and (b) of (iii) are satisfied. Furthermore, it

follows from (i) and [3, Theorem 9.8 (II,ii)], that

ZX = X*(T* X).

Consequently, (iii,c) follows from [3, Proposition 3.4].

(ii) =>• (iv): Let G and 77 be a pair of open disks with G C 77. There

exists invariant subspaces XG and XH satisfying conditions (5.3) and (5.4). It

follows from [3, Proposition 3.4] that T/XG is bounded and

o(T/XG) c o(T\XH) U o(T\XG n XH) C 77.

Then [3, Theorem 5.8] implies that T has property (ß).

To show that T* has property (/?), let {/*} be a sequence of DT.-valued

analytic functions defined on an open set G c C such that

(X-T*)£(X)^0   (as« —oo)

uniformly on every compact subset of G in the strong topology of X*. Without

loss of generality, we may suppose that G = {X: \X\ < r} for some r > 0 and

that K c G is compact. Let (70 and 770 be open disks satisfying inclusions

K c G0 c G0 c 770 c 770 c G.

Since T has property (/?), the subspaces X(T,Gq), E(T,H0) are defined.

In view of conditions (5.3) and (5.4) applied to the open disks G0, H0, one

obtains

(5.5) X = X(T,G¿) + E(T,H0).

Since K c p(T\X(T,GCQ)), for X e K and x G X(T, (70c), one has

\(x,fjX))\ = \(R(X;T\X(T,GC))x,(X-T*)fn(X))\<M0\\(X-T*)fn(X)\\-\\x\\,

where MQ > 0 is a constant independent of X G K. Then for every e > 0,

there exists NQ > 0 such that

(5.6) l(*,.C(>l))l<e||*ll.    for all X e K as n > N0.
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Let C0 = {X: \X\ = rQ} c G with H0 in the interior of the disk bounded by

C0, for some rQ > 0. Then CQ c p(T\E(T,H0)) and hence for X G C0 and

x gE(7\770) one has

K*..£W>| = \(R(X;T\E(T,HQ))x,(X- T*)fn(X))\ < MX\\(X- T*)fn(X)\\,

where Mx > 0 is a constant independent of A G C0. Then there is TV, such

that

\(x,fi(X))\ < edlSt(*'Co)||x||   for all X e C0 as n > Nx.
ro

It follows from the Cauchy integral formula that

(5.7) II».A(fl»IS¿J¡^!fi^¡21wiS*r|.

for all XeK as n> Nx.
The decomposition (5.5) and the inequalities (5.6), (5.7) imply that there is

a constant M > 0 such that

\(x,fiW)\ <eM\\x\\   for all x G X, XeK as n > max{N0,Nx}.

Thus if follows that {/*(A)} converges to zero uniformly on K in the strong

topology of X* and hence T* has property (ß).

(iii) =>• (iv): Condition (iii,a) and [3, Theorem 5.8] imply that T has prop-

erty (ß). By Lemma 5.4, Z* = Zx is invariant under T* and then

o(T*\Z±) = o(T/Z)c.Gc.

Again, by Lemma 5.4, T*/Z± is bounded and hence so is r|Z . We have

rj(r*/zx) = t7(r|Z)c77.

Thus [3, Theorem 5.8] applies again and states that T* has property (/?).

(iv) => (v) is evident.

(v) => (i): Let {G0,GX} be an open cover of C, where G0 is a neighborhood

of infinity and (7, is relatively compact. Let Ux ,U2 be a couple of Cauchy do-

mains with Ux bounded, U2 unbounded such that U2 = (UX)C. Furthermore,

we request that U2 verify inclusions

Gx cU2cU2c G0.

Next, we define the linear manifolds N and M as in §4. We claim that the

following inclusions hold:

(5.8) (a)   NcX(T,GQ),       (b)   W C E*(T* ,GX).

To prove (5.8a), let x G N. For « = 1,2,3,... choose fn G DH such that

\\x-Hfn\\ < l/n. Since T has property (ß), {fn} converges uniformly on

compact sets in Ux . Put f(X) = limn_>oo/;i(A), for X G Ux . Then f(X) G DT

and (X- T)f(X) = x, XeUx. Consequently,

ff(x,r)cc/1c = F2c(70

and (5.8a) follows.
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To prove (5.8b), let x* G M. There exists g G DH. such that H* g = 0 and

rg = x*, or equivalently,

(X-T*)g(X) = xg = x*,      XeU2.

Thus it follows that

o(x* ,T*)c U2CGX

and hence x* G X*(T* ,GX). Since g(X) G V* implies lim^^ \g(X)\ = 0,

it follows from [3, Lemma 5.11] that x* G E*(T* ,GX). Therefore, M c

E*(T* ,GX). Now [3, Theorem 9.4] implies that E*(T* ,GX) is weak* closed

and hence Mw c E*(T* ,GX). Now (5.8) and Theorem 4.2 imply

(5.9) (X(T,G0)f C N1- = MW cH'(f ,GX).

With GQ fixed, we may choose a sequence of open sets {(?„} such that

n~ i G„ — Gq = FQ and {G0,Gn} covers C for every n. Then (5.9) implies

that

(X(T,G0)f cE*(T*,Gn)   for every«.

Consequently,

oo

(5.10) (*(7\S0))X cf)E*(T* ,Gn) = E\r ,F0).
n=l

Combining (5.10) with the evident inclusion (X(T,G0)) dE*(T* ,F0), one

finds

(5.11) (X(T,G0))±=E*(T*,F0).

Since E*(T* ,F0) is invariant under T*, (5.11) implies that X(T,G0) is in-

variant under T. In fact, for every x G X(T, G0) D DT and x* G H*(T*, F0),

one has (Tx,x*) = (x,T*x*) = 0 so that X(T,G0) is invariant under T.

Furthermore, we shall show that

(5.12) o(T\X(T,G0))cG0.

Let x G X(T,G0) and choose a sequence {xn} c Z(r,G0) such that xn —>

x. Let xn() denote the local resolvent of T at xn . By property (ß), the

convergence

(X-T)xn(X)=xn-+x,       Xe(G0)c

implies xn(X) -* f(X) and (X - T)f(X) = x .

Therefore o(x, T) c G0 . On the other hand, for every X G (G0)c, we have

o(xn(X),T) = o(x„,T)cG0,

so xn(X) G ^(r,G0) and hence x(X) e X(T,G0) for X G (C70)r. Then, by a

known property [5, see also 3, Proposition 2.7], inclusion (5.12) follows.

Now we are in a position to show that T has the SDP. Let {(70 , (7,} be an

open cover of C with G0 a neighborhood of infinity and (7, relatively compact.
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Let 770 be another open neighborhood of infinity such that Gx n 770 = 0 and

770 c (70 . Then GQ = Gx U 770 is a neighborhood of infinity and in virtue of

(5.11) one writes

X(T,G0)± = E*(T*,F0),

where F0 = (G0)c and both E*(T* ,FQ), E*(T* ,F0) are closed in the weak*

topology of X*. Similarly, E*(T* ,F0 U F0) is closed in the weak* topology.

Since F0 n FQ = 0  (FQ = GQC ), we have

(5.13) S*(r*, F0 U FQ) = E*(T*,F0) © E*(r* ,FQ).

Set Z*=B*(7*,F0UF0).

Let xgX, x* e Z* and denote by x* the projection of x* onto

E*(T* ,F0), in conjunction with (5.13). The linear functional x0 on Z*, de-

fined by

(5.14) (x0,x*) = (x,x0*)

is continuous in the weak* topology. Use the Hahn-Banach theorem on locally

convex spaces to extend x0 to a linear functional on X*, that is continuous

in the weak* topology. Therefore x0 G X. Since the projection x* of x* G

E*(T* ,FQ)  onto E*(T* ,FQ)  is zero, it follows from (5.14) that  (x0,x*) =

0 for x* G E*(T* ,F0). Thus, x0 G ±E*(T* ,F0) = (X(T,GQ). Put x, =

x - x0 and for x* G E*(T* ,FQ), use (5.14) to obtain (Xj,x*) = 0. Then

X[ G ±E*(T* ,F0) = X(T,G0). Since x G X is arbitrary, the representation

x = x0 + x, with x0 G X(T,GQ), xx e X(T,GQ) implies

(5.15) X = X(T,GQ) + X(T,G0).

As regarding X(T,G0), it follows from (5.12) that

<T(T\X(T,G0))CG0 = GXUH0.

Having (71 n 770 = 0 and Gx relatively compact, the functional calculus for

closed operators produces the following decomposition

(5.16) (a)    X(T,G0) = YX®Y2,        (b)    YxcDT;

(5.17) (a)   a(T\Yx)cGx,       (b)   o(T\Y2) c 770.

Since H0cG0, Y2cX(T,G0), (5.15) and (5.16) imply

(5.18) X = YX +X(T,G0).

In view of (5.16b), (5.12), (5.17a) and (5.18), T has the SDP.

Remark. A more restrictive version of property (ß) is used in [6, Lemma 4.6].

Given T G C(X), a function /: G —* DT defined on an open subset G of the

compactified complex plane C^ , is said to be 7-analytic if both / and Tf are
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analytic on G. T has property (>3), in this stronger version, if for any sequence

of T-analytic functions {fn: G -+ DT}, the condition (X - T)fn(X) -> 0 (as

« —► oo ) in the strong topology of X and uniformly on every compact subset

of G implies that fn (X) —► 0 in the strong topology of X and uniformly on

every compact subset of G.

It follows from the definition of the operator 77 and Lemma 2.2 in §2 that

both Tf(p) and T*g(X) are analytic. Consequently, Theorem 5.5 holds if we

use the above-mentioned stronger version of property (ß) in (iv) and (v).
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